
Pavel Rudolf & Jiří Valoch 

Pavel Rudolf, born in 1943, is a painter, graphic artist, 
photographer and author of installations in space and of 
artist books. Rudolf is one of the important representa-
tives of Czechoslovakian conceptual art and geometric 
abstraction.
From the very beginning his work is closely related to 
Lettrism, and in later years he continually returned to 
the theme of letters and text. Many of his works refer to 
geometric structures that he created according to a 
simple predetermined rule.
A system of points forms the vertices of individual 
patterns and figures. These connectors, a kind of trajec-
tories, are the record of the linear or compound move-
ment that creates the final visual result on the canvas, 
most often in the form of thin drawing lines. Pavel 
Rudolf ’s work is linked to the city of Brno, where he 
lives and works. He has been present on the art scene 
since the early 1960s (In 1959-1963 he graduated from 
the Brno School of Applied Arts) and his work has been 
closely followed by the famous art critic Jiří Valoch, 
which is also widely present in the Mail Art Archive.

Jiří Valoch (6 September 1946, Brno, Czechoslovakia, 
now Czechia) is an art historian, curator, artist and poet. 
He graduated in Czech and German studies and aesthet-
ics from the Faculty of Philosophy at the Masaryk 
University in Brno (1965-1970), with a thesis on the 
development and typology of visual and sound poetry. 
He has created visual poetry since 1963 and exhibited 
since 1966. By the end of the 1960s Valoch got closely 
engaged with concrete poetry and conceptual art. In 
1968 he organised the Computer Graphic art exhibition 
in Brno, which travelled to Jihlava and Gottwaldov (now 
Zlín). From 1968-1972 he was a member of the Klub 
konkretistů (Concretists’ Club). From 1972-2001 he 
worked as a curator at The House of Arts in Brno (Dom 
umění města Brna), preparing exhibitions of Czech 
artists (V. Boštík, Milan Knížák, Vladimír Boudník, J. 
Kolář, B. Kolářová, A. Šimotová, L. Novák), after 1990 
also international artists (R. P. Lahnse, G. Graser, R. 

Mieldsam, R. Barry). After organising the exhibition 
Contemporary Czech Drawing he was forbidden to 
publish. Starting in the early 1970s he was involved in 
organising unofficial exhibitions across Czechoslovakia. 
Valoch was also a member of the Brno section of the 
Klub konkretistů 2 (from 1997) and the TT Klub of 
Creative Artists and Theoreticians (from 1991). He lives 
in Brno.
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7237, Pavel Rudolf
Mail Art, 1989
envelope with handwriting and stamp, print with handwriting as greeting card
11.5 × 22 cm (4 1/2 × 8 5/8 inches)
10.5 × 21 cm (4 1/8 × 8 1/4 inches)





7238, Pavel Rudolf
Mail Art to Ruth Wolf-Rehfeldt, 1985
envelope with handwriting and stamps, print with handwriting as greeting card
16.5 × 23 cm (6 1/2 × 9 inches)
21 × 30.5 cm (8 1/4 × 12 inches)





7239, Pavel Rudolf
Mail Art to Ruth Wolf-Rehfeldt and Robert Rehfeldt, 1988
printed envelope with handwriting and stamps, print with handwriting as greeting card (with
additional protective sheet)
11 × 22 cm (4 3/8 × 8 5/8 inches)
11 × 21.5 cm (4 3/8 × 8 1/2 inches)







7240, Pavel Rudolf
Mail Art to Ruth Wolf-Rehfeldt and Robert Rehfeldt, 1982
printed envelope with handwriting and stamps, print with handwriting as greeting card
numbered as edition no. 36/100
11.5 × 16.5 cm (4 1/2 × 6 1/2 inches)
29.7 × 21.5 cm (11 3/4 × 8 1/2 inches)







7241, Pavel Rudolf
Mail Art to Ruth Wolf-Rehfeldt and Robert Rehfeldt, 1986
envelope with handwriting and stamps, print with handwriting as greeting card numbered as
edition no. 11/140 (with additional protection sheet)
16.5 × 23 cm (6 1/2 × 9 inches)
21.5 × 15.5 cm (8 1/2 × 6 1/8 inches)





7242, Pavel Rudolf
Mail Art to Ruth Wolf-Rehfeldt, 1986
printed envelope with handwriting and stamp, print with handwriting and stamp
11 × 16.5 cm (4 3/8 × 6 1/2 inches)
11 × 16.5 cm (4 3/8 × 6 1/2 inches)







8269, Ji■í Valoch
Mail Art to Robert Rehfeldt, 1976
series of prints, drawings, typewritings, photocopies, collage, stapled blueprints, partly with
handwriting and partly as numbered editions, dating between 1968 and 1978, supposedly
sent together as portfolio
max. sizes: 29.7 × 21 cm (11 3/4 × 8 1/4 inches)
max. sizes: 21 × 29.7 cm (8 1/4 × 11 3/4 inches)






























































